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Rationale
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
iTRAM model runs have revealed that most volume-to-capacity issue areas occur within metropolitan boundaries.MPOs continually maintain their own TDMs, providing a more detailed forecasting tool for their planning area by increasing the level of local representation through an enhanced TAZ network.The goal of this project is to utilize these MPO TDMs to provide a detailed representation of traffic in each MPO planning area during SLRTP volume-to-capacity analysis.



Model Inventory
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Iowa Travel Demand Model Summary

# Agency/Model Analysis Years Capacity Definition Truck Model Post Process LOS Notes

1 AAMPO 2010-2040 | 5 year period interims LOS E QRFM Yes Yes
LOS based on post process flow - PCE 
not used for LOS analysis

2 Bi-State 2010, 2025, and 2045 LOS E CV purpose Yes No -

3 Corridor MPO
2013 and 2040 (alternative horizon 
year forecast)

LOS E CV purpose Yes No
Post process is only for segments 
with observed counts

4 DMAMPO
2010 and 2050 (alternative horizon 
year forecasts)

LOS E QRFM No Yes
Need to determine if PCE used for 
LOS

5 DMATS 2010-2045 | 5 year period interims LOS E QRFM Yes Yes
LOS based on base traffic count, and 
forecast raw or post processed flow - 
PCE not used for LOS analysis

6 INRCOG 2010, 2020, 2030, and 2040 LOS E QRFM Yes Yes
LOS based on base traffic count, and 
forecast raw or post processed flow - 
PCE not used for LOS analysis

7 MAPA 2010 and 2040  LOS D/E None No No -
8 MPOJC 2010, 2020, 2030, and 2040 LOS E None Yes Yes -

9 SIMPCO 2010-2040 | 5 year period interims LOS E QRFM Yes Yes
LOS based on base traffic count, and 
forecast raw or post processed flow - 
PCE not used for LOS analysis

10 iTRAM 2010-2040 | 5 year period interims LOS C QRFM Yes Yes
PCE is included in the LOS analysis at 
a value of 2.9 for all trucks - LOS 
based on raw model flow

Presenter
Presentation Notes
First, an inventory of TDMs and defining characteristics were collected in an attempt to address similarities and differences that would have to be addressedItems addressed include:Base and Horizon yearsCurrent capacity definitionsTruck modelingUse of truck PCEPlanning project distinctions (E-C-P-I-)



Model Standardization
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CMPO TDM Capacity
Federal Functional Classification CBD Urban Suburban Rural

Freeway 2,100 2,200 2,200 2,100

Expressway 1,100 1,200 1,200 1,452

Principal Arterial 740 920 960 1,162

Minor Arterial 650 760 790 956

Collector 590 680 710 850

Ramp 1200 1200 1200 1200

Centroid Connector 10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Once an inventory of TDM characteristics had been compiled, procedures were created to update each model using a standardized processItems that needed to be updated in each TDM included:Updated base and forecast Area and Facility typesCapacity tables (adapted from Corridor MPO, this capacity table had already been used in many of the other MPO TDMs)Alpha and Beta Values (In most cases, a product updated with the capacity lookup update)Addition of standardized fields for use in a post-model run script (Function, Syscode, AADT, etc.)Untagging planned projects on the primary system so that all roads include EC projects while only local roads include P.A post-model script was created and used to calculate standardized fields, such as truck PCE (define), volume-to-capacity and LOS, and post-processing procedures.Each post-model script included truck percentages (SU, CU, Total Truck) that were unique to each MPO through classification count data provided by Traffic Book.Interpolation procedures documented in NCHRP Report 765 were used for model results that needed to be transformed to represent 2040



Validation of Results
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Once complete, each resulting MPO TDM run was verified for consistency through a comparison with established documentation.Consistency was also verified at external stations between the MPO TDM results and iTRAM output prior to final substitution.



Future Capacity Needs Analysis
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Each MPO planning network from iTRAM was then replaced with each respective MPO TDM network used in the analysis.The planning team has used the resulting shapefile to more accurately identify corridors with future capacity concerns.Analysis ProcessCorridors were identified where traffic volumes in 2040 are forecast to be approaching, at, or over capacityCongesting/congested corridors were delineated, with beginning and ending termini determined based on continuity of V/C concerns, major intersecting routes, and connectivity to other areas with V/C values over the defined thresholdsSpot locations (less than 0.5 mile) were not included as corridorsEach MPO’s corridors were then reviewed by the applicable district.We look to continue using this type of analysis in the future so we can always draw conclusions from the most detailed data available.ISMS will aid in the standardization process, reducing much of the time required to prep each model and run post-model scripts
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